English
instruction manual
ISA 8270 / 2300 Yachting

Dear Customer.

C

ongratulations on the purchase of your ELYSEE.
Your ELYSEE-wristwatch is equipped with a ISA--movement.
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Setting the time

1
2

	Turn the crown to set the time.
After setting the time push the crown back to the normal position.

1
2

	Turn the crown clockwise to set the date.
After setting the time push the crown back to the normal position.

	Pull the crown out to position 2.

	To set the date, pull the crown out to the 1st position.

!

	Please do not correct date between 9 pm and 0.30 am,
damages can occur.
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SETTING AND ACTIVATION COUNT DOWN TIMER
The count down timer allows the user to choose the time to be counted
down up to the start of race timing. the user can set the count down duration
between 10 minutes and 1 minute. Adjustment of count down is not allowed
during the last minute.
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“SECOND CHANCE” COUNT DOWN ADJUSTEMENT

T

he user can, in all moment, adjust the count during the current count down
except in the last minute.

E

xample:
If the count down was set at 10 minutes at the beginning with delay:
- During the count down runs, the user can press B to adjust the count
down minutes, the central minute hand will move from “10 min.” to “9 min.”
or “8 min.”
- The small counter hand at 10H will advance fast to make a turn, and stops
shortly at “60”, then it continues to count and display the count down seconds.
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PROGRESS BEEPER

O
-

nce count down is activated, there are beepers to communicate to the
user about the progress of the count down.

D

uring count down, 2 beeps emit every minute up to the last minute.
- 50 seconds before the end of count down, 1 beep emits.
- 40 seconds before the end of count down, 1 beep emits.
- 30 seconds before the end of count down, 2 beeps emit.
- 20 seconds before the end of count down, 2 beeps emit.
- 10 seconds before the end of count down, 1 beep emits every second to
indicate the end of count down.
- At the end of count down, 1 long beep emits lasting for 1 second to
communicate to the user that the count down reaches zero, and the race timing
function begins.
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Countdown - second Chance

T
E

he user can at anytime during the count down period adjust the count down
timer, except the last minute.

T
!

he small counter hand at 10H will advance fast to make a turn, and stops
shortly at “60”, then it continues to count and display the count down sec.s.

xample :
If the count down was set at 10 minutes at the beginning with delay:
1 The user can, during the count down runs, adjust it to 9 min. by pressing B.
2 The central minute chronograph hand will move from “10 min.” to “9 min.”.

Attention !!: This function does not operate when the count down is set at
1 minute, or when the racing timer is in use.
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Race-Time-Function

R
T

ace timing starts automatically after count down.

he central minute counter hand displays the race timing minutes (1 step
every 12 seconds). The small hand at 10H counter displays the race timing
hours from 0 hour to 24 hours, up to 96 hours maximum (1 step every hour).
Between “24” and “0”, the small counter hand advances fast.

T
T

o display race timing seconds at 10H counter (1 step every 2 seconds).

he race timing function allows the measurement of a duration of 96 hours
at maximum (= 4 days), then stops. At the end of the race timing, the small
counter hand at 10H will rest at “0”, and the central hand will rest at “12”.
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COUNT DOWN / RACING TIMER RESET
COUNT DOWN RESET

1
2

To reset this two functions, you have to stop its previously

Reset the small counter hand by pressing button B. The small counter hand
at 10H is reset to zero (“60”), and the central hand returns to the previously
set count down start time.
RACING TIMER RESET

P

ress B, the small counter hand at 10H Displays the counted seconds. Press
B again, the small counter hand at 10H i reset to zero (“0”), and the central
hand returns To the previously set count down start time.
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REINITIALIZING COUNT DOWN / RACING TIMER HANDS

!

Warning: Initialization can be done only after having stopped and reset the
count down or the race timing.

Reset of the small counter hand at 10H

1

Pull the crown to position 1. Then push button A and B nacheinander.
Than push button A step by step to turn to start.

RESET OF THE CETRAL COUNTER HAND

1
2

Pull the crown to position 1.
Push button B to reset step by step.
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AFTER BATTERY EXCHANGE OR MISHANDLING ONLY
TO RESET CHRONOGRAPH, MINUTE AND SECOND CHRONOGRAPH

1
2
3
4

Pull the crown to position 1, than push button B
Then press button A and adjust the the small pointer at 10H position to
„60“.

Than push button B to move the central coutner hand step by step to
12H-position.
After reset push the crown back to the normal position.
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Water Resistance
3 ATM

Resistable agains splashes, raindrops, exudation etc.

5 ATM

Water resistant, do not wear while swimming or taking
a shower.

10 ATM

Watch can be used for swimming or snorkeling.

20 ATM

Can be used for swimming, snorkeling and diving.

The details of the water-tightness can be found on the case back of your clock!
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